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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Naya has caused chaos in the high school! 

	 By turning the students against each other, Naya has caused enough 
chaos in the high school that has gotten 28 students suspended for fights, 
129 detentions, and 84 calls to parents in a single day. However, evidence is 
starting to lead back to a brown and tan cat who seems to have told 
students basically that everyone and everything was against them. Luckily, 
we were able to slip in an undercover reporter at the beginning of the day (we 
have been keeping tabs on Naya), and they have caught everything she did 
on film. Read more and find out what really happened.


	 The day in the high school started out like normal. Cats came and 
went, some went to early club meetings, and everything was going according 
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Image above - Harvey, 
who doesn’t even 
know what to say to 
Naya anymore.
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to plan when a cat by the name of Stripes heard 
from a brown and tan cat (Naya) that her 
tomcatfriend Sir Maximus the Second had a 
date with another she cat. Stripes pushed her 
way through the crowds of cats, starting 2 fights 
on the way, until reaching Sir Maximus the 
Second, who was with his friends. “Well? Do you 
like another she cat?” Stripes was nearly 
hissing, and while Sir Maximus the second 
looked at Stripes, confused, a brown and tan cat 
slipped into the art room and told the cats there 
that the drama club was using their new paints 
as multi colored rivers for a play. 


	 The art cats ran to the the drama club 
room and opened the door with a bang. The 
brown and tan cat had disappeared, but sure 
enough, the new paints were being used for 
multi colored rivers. Naya had done this of 
course. And there it was. Another fight. 10 
detentions given out, and 4 threats to call 
parents. While the fight still ran strong, a brown 
and tan cat went into the cafeteria, grabbed a 
bucket of mashed potatoes, and hid behind 
some tables, sniping anyone who came in. The shots looked like they were 
coming from a table to the left of Naya, with 3 big cats sitting there. They did 
have large helpings of mashed potatoes, and Naya continued throwing food. 
Eventually, one of the cats at the table was hit by a mashed potato ball, and 

started another fight. With food. And in the 
chaos, a brown and tan cat slipped away.


	 Finally, at a school dance later in the day, 
Naya hid out behind some bleachers with 3 
disks in her paws. When the majority of cats 
were on the dance floor, Naya threw the 3 disks 
in rapid succession at the feet of the cats on 
the dance floor. The result was spectacular in 
Naya’s eyes. 7 cats fell from the first pass 
alone, and when the disks boomeranged back 

from hitting the walls, 15 more cats were felled. Cats were angry, and at the 
dance alone, 24 individual fights were started.


	 Subscribe again for more on this crazy day!
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Image above - Judy, 
who thinks she knows 
who this certain 
brown and tan cat is.

“That brown and 
tan cat did look 
pretty sneaky, 
and they did lie 
to me.” 

 - STRIPES, WHO ISN’T ANGRY AT 
SIR MAXIMUS THE SECOND 
ANYMORE
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